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ABSTRACT Neural network models are black boxes in nature. The mechanics behind these black boxes are
practically unexplainable. Having the insight into patterns identified by these algorithms can help unravel
important properties of the subject in query. These artificial intelligence based algorithms are used in every
domain for prediction. This research focuses on patterns formed in network traffic that can be leveraged
to identify videos streaming over the network. The proposed work uses a sufficient input subset (SIS)
model on two separate video identification techniques to understand and explain the patterns detected by
the techniques. The first technique creates the fingerprints of videos on a period-based algorithm to handle
variable bitrate inconsistencies. These fingerprints are passed to a convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for
pattern recognition. The second technique is based on traffic pattern plot identification that creates a graph
of packet size with respect to time for each stream before passing that to a CNN as an image. For model
explainability, a sufficient input subset (SIS) model is used to identify features that are sufficient to reach
the same prediction under a certain threshold of confidence by the model. The generated SIS of each input
sample is clustered using DBSCAN, K-Means, and cosine-based Hierarchical clustering. The clustered SIS
highlight the common patterns for each class. The SIS patterns learnt by each model of three individual
videos are discussed. Furthermore, these patterns are used to investigate misclassification and provide a
rationale behind it to justify the working of the classifier model.

INDEX TERMS Video identification, fingerprinting, deep learning, classification, variable bitrate.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the modern era, artificial intelligence (AI) is implemented
in a vast range of real-world problems ranging from cellular
biology to data security. The most prominent tools of AI
are machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models.
ML and DL models are composed of highly sophisticated
algorithms which make them black-boxes in nature. One
cannot conceive why a model made a certain decision. The
rationale for a black-box decision is extremely important in

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Gangyi Jiang.

many scenarios, such as medical image classifier for can-
cer detection [1], [2] and video identification in network
traffic [3].

Currently, the internet traffic is encrypted using HTTPS
for security purposes, which makes video identification dif-
ficult in network traffic. However, several researchers show
that videos and user activity can be detected even in the
encrypted network traffic using machine learning models [3],
[4], [5]. The application of such internet activity identifica-
tion works is useful in monitoring traffic in highly confi-
dential government workplaces as well as national security
centers.
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Most streaming services, such as YouTube, Facebook, and
Twitch use dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH)
protocol. The DASH protocol divides a video into small
chunks and these chunks are sent to the client streaming
the video. For improving the quality of experience (QoE),
the chunks are encoded using variable bitrate (VBR) encod-
ing. However, numerous studies [3], [6] show that the com-
bination of DASH and VBR is prone to leak information
about video content. Patterns about particular videos that
help in identifying those videos are learned by deep learning
algorithms demonstrated in [6], [7], [8], and [9]. However,
explaining the judgement of these models —models’ ratio-
nale—for human understanding has remained a challenge for
researchers.

For model explainability, Carter et al. [10], [11] propose
a methodology—sufficient input subsets (SIS)—for under-
standing the rationale of image processing models. The
authors describe a model’s rationale as an explanation for a
model decision stating that a sparse subset of input features
is responsible for a particular black-box decision. This paper
investigate the effectiveness of SIS methodology for video
identification models in network traffic. Moreover, this also
provides insight into traffic patterns caused by sparse fea-
ture sets that account for video identification. Knowledge of
patterns can help to develop even more efficient but simple
models.

This work investigates the rationale behind the decisions
of two models, the absolute difference fingerprint (ADF) [12]
and the traffic pattern plot (TPP) that detect videos in network
traffic. The former model creates a fingerprint for each video
stream on bytes per period and trains them on a convolutional
neural network (CNN) while the latter plots all the received
packets’ sizes to their packet arrival time of each stream and
trains these plots on a CNN as well.

This research uses the aforementioned models to train
streams of YouTube videos. Then the proposed algorithm by
[3] and [4] is used to generate sufficient input subsets (SIS).
The resultant SIS are clustered based on their similarity and
leveraged for the explainability of the model. The similar
patterns formed by each video’s SIS are discussed in the
Results and Discussion section. Model explainability is also
used to investigate a misclassification to demonstrate the
working of the model

II. RELATED WORK
Since the dawn of the Internet, internet networks have faced
many security threats regarding privacy and eavesdropping.
However, with time, such issues have been mitigated. Data
flowing through encrypted networks has become harder to
exploit using existing means. Reference [13] proposes a
cryptography technique that is impenetrable even by brute
force with a quantum computer. However, with the advent of
machine learning and deep learning algorithms, researchers
have started taking a different approach for deciphering net-
work data. Work in [3] extracts bytes per seconds (BPS)
and utilizes a convolutional neural network to identify the

streaming video. The work [4] uses the K-means algorithm
to predict the bitrate and resolution of an encrypted video
stream. Similarly [5] also leverages K-means clustering for
video identification on the account of network patterns.
Although these patterns are evident that they exist in net-
works, but they are not humanely conceivable.

Although many explainable procedures, including [14]
and [15] have demonstrated a model that is interpretable
by humans. Reference [16] breaks down the neural net-
work, however, such approaches are model dependent and
are understandable only by experts. Often a generic model
is profoundly customized to achieve great accuracy. Some
models are not accessible and act as a black-box [8], [9],
therefore an explainable mechanism is required that does not
depend on the nature and works as standalone framework.
Some model-independent approaches [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22] produce local explanations of the prediction f on a
particular input x. These models only weigh the impact of
features on the output of f at x. References [23] and [24]
are based on input signal-based explanation techniques that
utilize gradients of f to highlight patterns that lead to high
output values of f .
This research extracts data from network traffic based

on the above-mentioned video identification techniques.
We extract network data and perform two dissimilar data pre-
processing on them and pass these data to two unique models
for training. Compared to the aforementioned techniques, this
research employs a technique similar to [10] and [11] to pro-
duce subsets that allow the same decision to be reached with
minimum number of features while keeping the remaining
features masked. These subsets are synthesized for model
explainability, visualize pattern formation in video streaming
network, and highlight model over interpretation.

III. METHODOLOGY
This section discusses data acquisition and manipulation
(pre-processing) for each video identification technique, and
fingerprinting details.

A. DATA COLLECTION
The main source for generating video traffic used in this
research is YouTube. 43 random non-identical monetized
videos are selected for dataset creation. 55 streams of each
video were captured for 120 seconds using Wireshark and
converted into packet capture (PCAP) files. The process
of playing the videos in a loop 55 times was automated
using Selenium and Chrome browsers. For model explain-
ability, this research discusses only three separate videos;
Video A, B, and C.

B. ADF PRE-PROCESSING
The PCAP files contain packets sent and received by all
domains. However, for ADF, the data is filtered by extracting
only the downlinks of the specified domain (i.e., YouTube).
The capture time is limited to the first 120 seconds of the
video. Furthermore, the headers are removed from the packets
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and the IP is masked. This filtered dataset is exported to
a comma-separated values (.CSV) file format. Therefore,
the resulting CSV file contains 120 columns, each column
containing the number of bytes per second (BPS) in that
respective second. For example, the first column contains
the size of bytes received in 1st second of capturing and the
second column contains the size of bytes received in 2nd

second and so on.

1) BYTES PER PERIOD (BPP)
As discussed previously in introduction section, due to net-
work condition inconsistency, VBR causes the bytes received
at a particular second in one captured stream may shift to the
next second in another captured stream or vice versa. For
example, in a given stream S1, the size of bytes received
are 5, 10 and 15 and 0 bytes at 1st , 2nd , and 3rd and 4th

second respectively. In a second stream S2, the first four
bytes received are 0, 5, 10, and 15 bytes in their respective
seconds. The total size of bytes in the first four seconds are
same in both streams, this leads to inconsistency in bytes
recieved. This inconsistency in order of bytes received may
cause issues in model training. To mitigate this issue, the
seconds are aggregated into periods. Each period contains
6 seconds of the stream consecutively. For example, the
first period contains the first 6 seconds of BPS, second
period contains the next 6 seconds of the stream, and so
on. Conclusively, the BPS are converted into BPP, effec-
tively reducing the number of features from 120 to 20.

2) FINGERPRINTING
Each stream in the form of BPP is fingerprinted. This is
done to increase the model’s accuracy in identifying the
video stream. For a video stream containing n periods,
we get a sequence of b = (b1, b2, . . . , bi, . . .). For two adja-
cent period bi−1 and bi, fingerprints can be generated as
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . .). The fingerprint of a stream is formed
by applying the following equation.

xi = |xi − xi−1| (1)

As the periods are subtracted adjacently, the resulting periods
are now 19 and these act as the fingerprints. The fingerprints
are exported to a CSV containing 19 columns.

C. TPP PRE-PROCESSING
The pre-processing of TPP is relatively simple compared to
ADF. The PCAP file is used to extract all the downlinks and
uplinks of the specified domain in terms of packets and their
sizes during the first 120 seconds of capture. All the packets
are plotted onto a graph. The x-axis of the graph shows the
time and the y-axis shows the size of the packet. Sample TPP
of three different videosA, B andC are shown in Fig. 1 Before
these graphs are passed onto the CNN, they are cropped to the
extent that only the plots on the graph are visible and not the
x and y labels of the graph.

IV. MODEL DETAILS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
The video classification model used primarily in this research
is the convolutional neural network (CNN). It is one of the
most popular models of deep neural networks. They are
well known for their ability to extract features from the
training data without requiring manual feature extraction.
These models are preferred for predictions requiring pat-
tern recognition, including image object detection [25], hate
speech detection [26], [27], document classification [28],
bot detection [29], human activity detection [30], malware
detection [31], audio identification [32]. Typically, a CNN
model is composed of the following layers:

• Convolutional layers: A convolutional layer consists of
kernels (or filters) that are optimized throughout the
training. The filter size is usually small to assist the
model in learning more feature maps for improved
accuracy. These feature maps go through an activation
function (ReLU used in this research) and are directed
towards the pooling layer.

• Pooling layers: The function of a pooling layer is to sum-
marize the results of the previous convolutional layer
in a way that no key features are lost. This action is
performed to highlight recurring patterns along with
reducing the memory consumption by the model. These
summarized features are passed to the next in-line layer.

• Dropout layers: The dropout layer arbitrarily drops some
of the outputs from the previous layer so that the model
can generalize more features rather than relying on a
selected set of features that can induce overfitting in
the model. The number of features to be disabled is
defined by p which is the probability value ranging
between 0 to 1.

• Flatten layers: The flatten layer is used for dimension
conversion (from multi-dimension to single-dimension)
on the feature maps for them to be accepted by the dense
layer.

• Fully connected layers: A dense layer is a fully con-
nected layer having all of its neurons connected with the
previous and next dense layer. The features are passed
through the neurons where an activation function is
applied to them and the resultant features are delivered
to the next adjacent layer. The final dense layer is called
an Output layer that has the same number of neurons as
that of the total classes in the dataset [33].

The details of the individual CNN model constructed for
the two applied techniques are discussed below:

1) ADF CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
The ADF CNNmodel is trained on the fingerprints generated
on the basis of BPP. The model has 13 input nodes in its input
layer; four 1-dimensional (1D) convolution layers with ReLU
as its activation function. Every 1D convolution layer has a
max pooling layer followed by it. The fourth max pooling
layer has a dropout layer next to it which is followed by a
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FIGURE 1. TPP of (a) video A, (b) video B, and (c) video C.

TABLE 1. Summary of hyperparameters of ADF model.

TABLE 2. Summary of hyperparameters of TPP model.

flatten and a dense layer acting as the output layer with soft-
max activation function. The output layer has 43 nodes as the
total number of labels in the dataset for this research is 43. The
model optimizer is Adam optimizer. The hyperparameters of
ADF CNN are summarized in Table. 1

2) TPP CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
The TPP CNN is based on an image classifier model. It con-
tains three 2-dimensional (2D) convolutional layers with a
relu activation function, each followed by a 2D max pooling
layer. The final pooling layer is followed by a dropout, flatten,
and three dense layers where the final dense layer acts as
the output layer with softmax as its activation function. The
model is optimized using Adam optimizer. TPP CNN is
summarized in Table.2

FIGURE 2. A puzzle of a kitten.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The time complexity of SIS generation is O(p2k) where p
is the total number of features in an input sample and k
is the possible number of subsets that can be generated for
the input sample. The model training and SIS generation
rely heavily on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), Central
Processing Unit (CPU), and extensive memory. Hence, these
tasks are performed on an Intel Core i7 processor @ 3.4Ghz,
16GB DDR4 Single Channel RAM@ 2400MHz and Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1060 6GB GDDR5 with 1280 CUDA cores @
1480MHz.

V. SUFFICIENT INPUT SUBSETS (SIS)
SIS are the subset features of a given training/testing sample
that alone are sufficient for a given model to make the same
prediction above τ threshold confidence. This approach is rel-
atively simple compared to existing explanation frameworks
as these are easy to understand, even by non-machine learn-
ing experts. Furthermore, existing frameworks work only a
limited number of models whereas this approach is compat-
ible with most existing models. For this research, the SIS is
generated from the training dataset to examine what features
are learnt by the model.
Understanding SIS Through a Puzzle Analogy: Consider a

puzzle of a kitty as shown in Fig. 2 Each piece of this puzzle
can be considered as a feature required to identify the animal
in the puzzle. To find the impact of each piece, we remove a
single piece from the puzzle and ask a person to predict the
animal in the puzzle with certain confidence and label that
confidence with the respective puzzle piece. This procedure
is applied to all the puzzle pieces recursively as shown in
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Fig. 3. This procedure is called backSelect which is discussed
in detail later in this paper.

Now after acquiring the information regarding the impact
of each piece on the prediction confidence, the pieces are
stacked in ascending order based on their labeled confidence
i.e., pieces that affect the confidence the most are on the top
of the stack and vice versa. Now, consider an empty puzzle
sheet and start placing each puzzle piece from the stack on
the sheet as depicted in Fig. 4. After placing each piece, the
person is asked to predict the animal. This process is repeated
until the person can identify the animal (which is a kitty in
this case) with a certain confidence level. This process is
referred to as findSIS and will be discussed briefly later on.
When the prediction confidence criterion is met, a subset of
pieces is formed i.e., this set of pieces alone is enough for the
person to recognize that the puzzle is of a kitty. These SIS
pieces are now discarded from the puzzle. If the person is
still able to recognize the kitty in the puzzle even without
the SIS pieces removed, then it is implied that there are
SIS pieces present in the puzzle that can be discovered. The
backselect procedure is again executed as demonstrated in
Fig. 5.

A. FEATURE MASKING
To mask a feature, it can simply be removed from the input
sample, however, not all models support missing features in
input sample. Therefore, to keep the SIS technique model
independent the following three masking mechanisms are
used in this research:

• Mean mask
• Zero mask
• White mask

1) MEAN MASK
In mean masking, the mean value of each feature is calcu-
lated from the entire dataset and the feature to be masked is
replaced by its respective mean value.

2) ZERO MASK
In terms of network data, replacing a feature with 0 replicates
the scenario in which no byte is received in the specific
period.

3) WHITE MASK
White mask is used in TPP only as it deals with images.
The white mask mechanism converts a pixel to a white pixel.
In TPP, the white pixel means that no packets were received
in that duration.

B. SIS PROCEDURE
The SIS generation consists of 3 major parts:

• SIS Collection
• Back Select
• Find SIS

1) SIS COLLECTION
The SIS collection is the primary function that initiates the
formation of SIS of a given sample. The Back Select and Find
SIS functions are contained inside this function. backSelect()
and findSIS() methods are called recursively until all the
possible sufficient input subsets are generated.

2) BACK SELECT
The objective of the BackSelect() algorithm is to calculate the
importance of each feature and sort the features accordingly.
This is achieved by replacing each feature with a masked
value and checking the prediction confidence level using
function f (x). The returned value by f (x) is assigned to the
feature. This is performed for each feature. The feature that
affects the confidence level the most is considered to be an
important feature, inversely, if the feature has little to no
effect on confidence, it is considered as the least important
feature. BackSelect returns a stack R containing the most
important feature at the top while the least feature is at the
bottom.

3) FIND SIS
After the features are estimated in terms of importance and
sorted using BackSelect, the FindSIS function creates a sam-
ple Xs in which all the features are initially masked. Then
successively, each feature from R is popped and inserted into
the sample feature Xs and the sample is passed to f to check
whether the confidence level returned by f is equal to or
greater than τ (f (xs) > τ ). If the condition holds true, then
a subset is formed and returned back to the SIS collection
function.

C. SIS GENERATION FOR ADF MODEL
In case of ADF, the input training sample x is one dimensional
in which each value is the size of bytes received in the
corresponding second. The S is a copy of x containing p,
where p is the features of x. The S is passed to the BackSelect
function which sorts the features in terms of their importance
to the model. The BackSelect function returns R which is S
but is sorted. The R is passed onto the FindSIS function in
which a completely masked sample xs is formed and each
element (i.e., feature) in R is popped and inserted into the
sample xs and the condition f (xs) >= τ is checked. If true,
a subset for the fingerprint is formed, else another element is
popped from R and the condition is checked again. In the case
of ADF, a SIS contains only those periods that are required to
predict the same video streamwith confidence greater than or
equal to τ while the other periods are replaced by the masked
values.

D. SIS GENERATION FOR TPP
The SIS generation of TPP is the same as that of ADF for the
most part. As a TPP is an image of resolution 174 × 257.
If each pixel is considered as an individual feature, then
the total number of features becomes approximately 44,000
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FIGURE 3. Puzzle analogy based on backSelect algorithm.

FIGURE 4. Puzzle analogy based on findSIS algorithm.

FIGURE 5. Repeating backSelect algorithm after finding first subset.

which is not feasible for SIS generation due to the high time
complexity of the SIS algorithm as discussed in an exper-
imental setup. The two-dimensional nature of image data
requires the algorithm to be slightly modified to account for
the excessive number of features. The image is decomposed
into smaller pieces as shown in Fig.6. The Fig.6 demonstrates
that an input sample image of resolution 4×4 is broken down
into four 2 × 2 blocks. Each block acts as a separate feature.
Thus, the number of features is reduced from supposedly
16 to just 4. Likewise, for TPP, the block size is set to 25×25.
If the block size is too large, the generated SIS will include
too much noise (unwanted pixels), and if the size is too small,
the algorithm becomes too resource intensive. Thus, for the
resources available in this research, a 25 × 25 block size is
optimal for SIS generation. The masking mechanism used
in SIS generation is white masking. The rest of the process
for SIS generation is the same as the ADF SIS generation.
The BackSelect function rearranges features (blocks for TPP
image) based on their importance, whereas FindSIS inserts
each feature in a completely masked image to form a SIS.

E. CLUSTERING OF SIS
All the generated SIS for each class are clustered. Clustering
is an unsupervised machine learning function that classifies

objects in terms of their similarity without having an insight
into true or false labels [34]. Clustering is applied to the
generated SIS to agglomerate all the similar patterns found
among the subsets, making pattern recognition more promi-
nent and humanly conceivable. Clustering is done through
an ensemble model composed of the following clustering
algorithms:

• Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise (DBSCAN): DBSCAN is awell-known clustering
algorithm that groups the data points together with their
distance, which is usually the Euclidean distance, along
with aminimumnumber of points [35]. DBSCAN is also
able to detect noise in the dataset (points that are far off
from the cluster). This algorithm takes two parameters;
epsilon and minPoints. The epsilon value is the distance
between two points required to be considered as a part
of the cluster. The minPoints is the number of points
required to be considered a cluster. The parameters are
optimized using graph based parameter estimation used
by [36]. These parameters are estimated in a way so that
the total number of clusters formed are balanced i.e.,
not too many or not too low. Thorough testing of these
parameters shows that 3 clusters were formed for the SIS
of each class along with some SIS considered as noise.
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FIGURE 6. Architectural design of TPP SIS generation.

FIGURE 7. Architectural design of ADF SIS generation.

• K-means clustering: K-means algorithm is one of the
basic yet most commonly used unsupervised clustering
algorithms. This algorithm works by randomly deploy-
ing k centroids on the dataset. Then the positions of
each centroid are optimized iteratively. The algorithm
halts either when the centroids have been stabilized or
the defined number of iterations are reached [37]. The
point closest to the centroid is considered as a part of
the cluster. For uniformity of results, the value of k is
assigned 3 - the same as the number of clusters formed
by DBSCAN.

• Cosine similarity-based Hierarchical clustering: Much
like the above mentioned clustering algorithms, hier-
archical clustering forms clusters based on similarity.
At first, each point is considered as an individual cluster.
Then two clusters that are close to one another in terms
of similarity are merged and form a single cluster [38].
There are multiple approaches to cosine hierarchical
clustering, the one implemented in this research requires
a threshold value for the similarity between two points.

The threshold value is optimized to form only three
clusters as in DBSCAN and K-means algorithms.

F. CLUSTERING PROCEDURE
The clustering results of the three clustering algorithms are
ensembled together. For instance, if a group of subsets belong
to cluster ‘1’ in DBSCAN, the same group belongs to cluster
‘2’ in K-means and ‘3’ in Cosine based clustering, then
the cluster ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’ are considered as an ensembled
cluster. For the simplicity of explainability, this research con-
siders only the ensembled cluster that has the highest number
of members.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. PATTERNS IN ADF TECHNIQUE
As mentioned in the methodology section, two methodolo-
gies are used for creating masked values for ADF i.e., zero
masked value and mean masked value. We discuss the pat-
terns generated in both methodologies. All the feature subsets
are plotted onto the graph with their normalized differences
and in another graph, these plots of subsets are connected
through a line, highlighting the pattern being formed in the
subsets. For simplicity, we discuss the ensembled cluster
with the highest number of elements. The generated SIS by
fingerprint model for eachYouTube video is discussed below:

1) VIDEO A
In zero masked SIS cluster, it can be observed that feature
subsets are formed after the 10th period in Fig. 8. A pattern
is notable in these plots, as subsets at period 11 and 12 are
in pairs. Likewise, this pair pattern can be observed between
period 15-16, and 19-20. With the mean masked SIS, the
cluster with the most members is identical to zero masked
SIS and the pattern of plotted subsets is almost similar to that
of zero masked SIS. However, there is a slight shift in subsets
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FIGURE 8. Clustered SIS of video A with zero mask (left) and mean mask
(right).

FIGURE 9. Clustered SIS of Video B with zero mask (left) and mean mask
(right).

formed at period 13-14 and 17-18. Furthermore, the subsets
plotted at period 11 are closer in terms of their magnitude of
difference.

2) VIDEO B
Zero masked SIS, when clustered produces a set where the
number of subset features are quite limited as shown in Fig. 9.
The most common features in this cluster are at periods
8,9,12,13,16,17 and 19 while their respective magnitudes lie
in a similar range. Mean masked SIS have a similar pattern
as zero masked, however the features at periods 16 and 17 are
absent. Meanwhile, the remaining subset features are quite in
common with zero masked SIS in terms of magnitude.

3) VIDEO C
Both, zero masked and average masked SIS produce feature
subsets where the majority have zero consecutive byte dif-
ference in Fig. 13. The periods from 10 to 20, and 12 to
20 in zero masked and mean masked SIS respectively have
features containing zero. This is a clear sign of model over-
fitting as the majority features learned by the model are
last periods where the magnitude is zero. In terms of net-
work traffic, it implies that no bytes were received dur-
ing the aforementioned periods. The overfitting in mean
masked SIS is slightly less severe than zero masked SIS
subsets.

B. PATTERNS IN TRAFFIC PATTERN PLOT
The pattern plots are standard black and white images. The
black plots on the graph represent the packet’s arrival time
at x-axis and the size of the packet at y-axis. In the case of
image SIS, the mask value is 255 which is essentially the
value of a white pixel. The highlighted red square is equiv-
alent to 25 × 25 size to represent the SIS block features. The
traffic pattern plot SIS generated for each video is discussed
below:

1) VIDEO A
Some recurring patterns can be observed from this clustered
subset Fig.10. The two columns of a block from time period
0 to 20 seconds. The first column has a packet size rang-
ing from 1000 to 1400 bytes whereas the second column
ranges from row 200 to 1400 bytes with some omissions in
between. The rows of the block between Packet size 1000 to
1400 bytes. The first row (between 1200 to 1400 bytes)
lies between a time frame of 0 to 30 seconds and 50 to
90 seconds. The second row (between 1000 to 1200 bytes)
ranges from 0 to 20 seconds and 50 to 120 seconds with some
omissions in between.

2) VIDEO B
Unlike video A, the clustered SIS of video B patterns are
relatively simpler in Fig. 11. The blocks can be classified into
three rows. The first row (between 600 to 800 bytes) ranges
from time period 40 to 70 seconds is consistent, however,
in some subsets the range includes more than 70 seconds.
The second row (between 400 to 600 bytes) ranges from 0 to
110 seconds with slight inconsistencies in between. Likewise,
the third row (between 200 to 400) lies between a period of
0 to 110 seconds with some omissions.

3) VIDEO C
The recurring patterns of video C are quite minimal as
opposed to that of videos A and B in Fig. 12. The first column
(between 0 to 10 seconds) has two recurring blocks ranging
between 600 to 800 and 1200 to 1400 bytes respectively. Sim-
ilarly, the column at the 60th second has two blocks that are
in between 600 to 800 and 1200 to 1400 bytes respectively,
and are consistent throughout the subsets.

VII. INVESTIGATING MISCLASSIFICATION
Model explainability should allow investigation of misclas-
sifications made by a classifier. Doing so allows for better
understanding of the workings of the model. For such pur-
pose, this study takes into consideration a false negative case
of video A in ADF. For simplicity, only the misclassified
instance with a single zero masked subset of video A is
discussed in this research. The difference is visualized in
Fig.14 Comparing the quantitative byte difference between
11th to 12th period (highlighted red), it is evident that the
difference slightly increases from 0.3 to 0.4 in the valid subset
whereas the difference of the same period of the false negative
sample is massively reduced from 0.3 to 0.05. Conversely,
in the next consecutive periods – 12th to 13th (highlighted
green) the byte difference drops from 0.4 to 0.1 in the valid
subset while the difference is unchanged (0.05 to 0.05) in
the false negative sample. Contrary to the previous periods,
period 13th to 14th (highlighted blue) shows that the byte
difference remains the same (0.1 to 0.1) in the subset whereas
the difference drops from 0.05 to 0. Both samples show
an increasing byte difference trend in the period 14th to
15th with varying magnitudes. Pressing forward, the original
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FIGURE 10. Clustered subsets of video A.

FIGURE 11. Clustered subsets of video B.

FIGURE 12. Clustered subsets of video C.

FIGURE 13. Clustered SIS of Video C with mean mask (left) and zero mask
(right).

sample shows a drop in difference whereas the difference
is constant in the misclassified sample between period 15th

FIGURE 14. Video A subset (left) and false negative classified sample of
video A (right).

to 16th (highlighted black). Period 16th to 17th (highlighted
orange) shows a similar pattern of downfall in difference in
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both samples but the magnitude of the difference is varying.
A major contradicting trend can be observed between periods
17th to 18th (highlighted gray); the subset sample shows a
further decrease in byte difference, but the trend is increasing
massively in the misclassified sample. The period 18th to 19th

(highlighted violet) shows an increasing trend of byte differ-
ence in the subset while the sample shows a consistent dif-
ference trend Inspecting the false negative sample concludes
that this sample is a massive outlier which leads to incorrect
prediction of the model. Furthermore, this investigation also
provides insight into the working of the model, and what
patterns is it searching for, and what deviations in patterns
cause it to misclassify.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The SIS subsets of network patterns give a detailed insight
into patterns that are formed during video streaming. The
SIS subsets also emphasize that most recurring patterns are
formed after 60 seconds of video streaming, therefore, current
video identification techniques require at least more than
60 seconds of streaming data for accurate prediction. Fur-
thermore, SIS subsets demonstrate that video identification
methods can be subjected to model overinterpretation if the
dataset contains long periods of empty bytes. For future
work, we try to utilize these subsets by treating them as data
samples and re-train them to see whether these subsets help in
improving the model accuracy. Moreover, as we are currently
limited by the technology of our time, with the availability of
more efficient computing resources, we can synthesize per
pixel based SIS of TPP to diminish the noise completely and
get a much better insight into network patterns.
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